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1. Introduction
Let 0 be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary. Consider the
following parabolic equation
ut&2u=g(x, u), x # 0
(1.1g)
u(x, t)=0, x # 0
Here, g: (x, s) # 0 _R [ g(x, s) # R is sufficiently smooth. It is well-
known that solutions of (1.1g) generate a dynamical system (more
precisely, a local semiflow) on a fractional power space X: associated with
the sectorial operator generated on X :=L p(0), p>N, by the differential
operator &2 with Dirichlet boundary condition on 0. This dynamical
system is gradient-like with respect to the usual potential
V(u) :=(12) |{x u| 2L2(0)&|
0
G(x, u(x)) dx, u # X:,
where G is a primitive of g with respect to s, i.e. sG=g. In particular, the
|-limit set |(u) of an arbitrary bounded solution u of (1.1g) consists only
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of stationary solutions of (1.1g). If |(u) is a one-point set then u is called
convergent, otherwise nonconvergent.
Typically, one does not expect any nonconvergent bounded solution of
(1.1g) to occur. In fact, for a generic nonlinearity g(x, u) or for a generic
domain all equilibria of (1.1g) are isolated (see [Ba-V, Qu, He2]). In such
a case, the connectedness of |-limit sets immediately implies the con-
vergence of all bounded solutions. From a different point of view, con-
vergence is typical even for each fixed equation (1.1g). ``Most'' bounded
solutions are still convergent (see [Li]). Of course, these results do not rule
out the possibility of solutions whose |-limit sets are (nontrivial) continua
of equilibria. It is one of the basic problems in the qualitative study
of (1.1g) to find out whether such nonconvergent solutions can occur or
not.
For one-dimensional domains 0 the solution to this problem has been
known for quite a while. No nonconvergent bounded solutions exist in this
case, no matter what nonlinearity is chosen (see [Ze, Ma1, Ha-R]). The
problem has also been attacked in the case of higher-dimensional domains
and various conditions have been given to assure that all bounded solu-
tions of (1.1g) are convergent. Simon [Si] has proved that convergence
takes place if the nonlinearity is real analytic in u. Hale and Raugel
[Ha-R] used perturbation methods to obtain the convergence result for
(1.1g), allowing other boundary conditions as well, under the assumption
that the domain is sufficiently close to an arc. Haraux and the first author
[Har-P] have proved convergence of all nonnegative bounded solutions of
spatially homogeneous equations on the ball. Other conditions for con-
vergence, applied in particular to Fisher's equations, can be found in [Hs]
and the references therein.
In view of these convergence results for special classes of equations
(1.1g), the problem of existence of nonlinearities g with (1.1g) admitting
nonconvergent trajectories is even more interesting. So far no example of
such a nonlinearity seems to have been given. The goal of this paper is to
show that equations (1.1g) with nonconvergent bounded solutions do exist.
More specifically, we shall prove that, with 0 being the unit disk in R2,
there are functions g of class Cm (with m arbitrary but finite) such that the
corresponding parabolic equation (1.1g) possesses a bounded solution
whose |-limit set is diffeomorphic to the unit circle S 1. Although the proof
of this result is quite technical its underlying geometrical idea is easy to
explain: first we prove, by modifying a construction due to Palis and de
Melo, that there is a class of gradient ODEs in R2 which admit noncon-
vergent trajectories. This class will be shown to be invariant with respect to
perturbations of high order (in a sense to be defined). This invariance
property together with the center-manifold theory will permit us to imbed
one of these ODEs in an appropriate parabolic equation (1.1g). Thus
473nonconvergent bounded trajectories
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a nonconvergent trajectory of the ODE will be mapped onto a noncon-
vergent trajectory of (1.1g).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss in detail the
class of planar gradient vector fields mentioned above. Our main result,
existence of equations (1.1g) with nonconvergent bounded solutions, is
stated and proved in section 3. In section 4, we give an analogous noncon-
vergence result for a gradient-like parabolic equation on the circle and dis-
cuss our results from a broader prospective.
2. Gradient Planar ODEs
Existence of a gradient planar ODE with a nonconvergent trajectory was
shown by Palis and de Melo in [Pa-M]. By modifying and refining their
construction we shall show in this section that there is a function
H: R2  R such that for every function Z: R2  R satisfying a certain
smallness condition (C) and every metric on R2 (defined by some sym-
metric positive definite matrix valued function R on R2) the corresponding
gradient equation
!4 =v(!), ! # R2,
where v(!)#&(R(!))&1{(H+Z)(!), admits a bounded solution whose
|-limit set is diffeomorphic to the unit circle S1. This perturbation result
will enable us in the next section to exhibit a parabolic equation (1.1g) with
a nonconvergent bounded trajectory.
Let us first introduce some notation:
For the whole section we fix a positive real number b and an integer
k2.
By B= we denote the open disk in R2 with radius = and centered at zero.
For real \, : and # with \>1 set
A(\, #) := &2k log(\&1)&2#
and
B(#, :) :=exp(&(2#+:)(2k))+1.
These values are obviously related as follows:
Lemma 2.1. Let :, ;, \ and # be arbitrary real numbers.
If B(#, ;)\B(#, :), then \>1 and :A(\, #);.
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Define the function H: R2  R in polar coordinates !1=\ cos #,
!2=\ sin # by
H(\ cos #, \ sin #)={b(\&1)
k+12 sin(A(\, #))
0
if \>1;
if \1.
Note that H is well-defined and it is of class Ck.
We shall say that Z satisfies condition (C) iff (1) and (2) below hold
(1) Z: dom Z  R is a C2-function, where dom Z is an open set
in R2;
(2) there is a \0>1 such that B\0 /dom Z and
sup
\ # ]1, \0], # # R
( |Q(\, #)|+|#Q(\, #)|+|(\&1) \Q(\, #)| )<
where the function Q is defined by
Q(\, #) :=(\&1)&k&1 Z(\ cos #, \ sin #), \ # ]1, \0], # # R.
Note that Q is a C2-function on its domain of definition and it is 2?-peri-
odic in #.
For the rest of this section fix an arbitrary function Z satisfying condi-
tion (C) and let \0 be as in that condition.
Let
H (!) :=H(!)+Z(!), ! # dom Z.
We consider the gradient vector field of H with respect to an arbitrary
metric on R2. Specifically, let S: B\0  L(R
2, R2) be a C1-map such that
for every ! # B\0 the linear map S(!) is symmetric and positive definite.
By 6 we denote the local flow generated by the solutions of the differen-
tial equation
!4 (t)=&S(!(t)) .{H (!(t)), ! # B\0 . (2.1)
In this section {={! denotes, as usual, the gradient with respect to the
cartesian coordinates !=(!1 , !2) # R2. We write !6t for 6(!, t).
Theorem 2.2. There is a point ! # [! # R2 | 1<|!|<\0] such the solu-
tion ! 6t is defined for all t>0 and bounded and its |-limit set relative to
6 equals S1.
We prepare the proof of this theorem by several lemmas. We start with
some obvious calculations:
475nonconvergent bounded trajectories
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For \ # ]1, \0], # # R
H (\ cos #, \ sin #) :=(\&1)k+12 (b sin(A(\, #))
+(\&1)12 Q(\, #)), (2.2)
\H (\ cos #, \ sin #) :=(\&1)k&12 (b(k+12) sin(A(\, #))
&2bk cos(A(\, #))+(k+1)(\&1)12 Q(\, #)
+(\&1)32 \Q(\, #)), (2.3)
#H (\ cos #, \ sin #) :=(\&1)k+12 (&2b cos(A(\, #))
+(\&1)12 #Q(\, #)). (2.4)
Lemma 2.3. There is a \1 # ]1, \0] such that
{H (!){0
for all ! with 1<|!|<\1 .
Proof. Otherwise there are sequences \n  1+ and #n # [0, 2?]
#H (\n cos #n , \n sin #n)#0
and
\ H (\n cos #n , \n sin #n)#0.
Using condition (C) we obtain from (2.4)
cos(A(\n , #n))  0
so by (2.3)
sin(A(\n , #n))  0,
an obvious contradiction. K
For the next result, we need the following elementary relations:
Lemma 2.4.
sin t &- 22 if t # [&3?4, &?4]
_ [5?4, 7?4],
sin t- 22 if t # [?4, 3?4],
(k+12) sin t&2k cos t &- 24 if t # [&?4, ?4],
476 pola c ik and rybakowski
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and
(k+12) sin t&2k cos t- 24 if t # [3?4, 5?4].
Now choose \ # ]1, \1[ so small that for every \ # ]1, \ [ and every # # R
(k+1)(\&1)12 |Q(\, #)|<b - 28
and
(\&1)32 |\Q(\, #)|<b - 28.
This choice is possible in view of condition (C). Further, choose # >0 such
that
B(# , &3?4)<\ .
Lemma 2.5. There are functions e1 : [# , [  R and e2 : [# , [  R of
class C2 such that for every # # [# , [
1<e1(#+2?)<e2(#)<e1(#)<B(#, &3?4), (2.5)
H (\ cos #, \ sin #)=0, if \=e1(#) or \=e2(#), (2.6)
H (\ cos #, \ sin #)<0, if \ # [B(#, 7?4), e2(#)]
_ [e1(#), B(#, &3?4)], (2.7)
H (\ cos #, \ sin #)>0, if \ # ]e2(#), e1(#)[. (2.8)
Proof. By our choice of # , Lemmas 2.1, 2.4 and formulas (2.2) and (2.3)
we obtain, for every fixed ## ,
H (\ cos #, \ sin #)<0 if \ # [B(#, &?4), B(#, &3?4)]
_ [B(#, 7?4), B(#, 5?4)],
H (\ cos #, \ sin #)>0 if \ # [B(#, 3?4), B(#, ?4)],
\H (\ cos #, \ sin #)>0 if \ # [B(#, 5?4), B(#, 3?4)],
\H (\ cos #, \ sin #)<0 if \ # [B(#, ?4), B(#, &?4)].
These inequalities and elementary calculus imply that the function
g=g# : \ [ H (\ cos #, \ sin #)
has exactly two zeros \1 and \2 on the interval [B(#, 7?4), B(#, &3?4)].
These zeros satisfy the properties
\2 # [B(#, 5?4), B(#, 3?4)], \1 # [B(#, ?4), B(#, &?4)]
\ H (\i cos #, \i sin #){0, i=1, 2 (2.9)
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Moreover, the function g is negative on [B(#, 7?4), \2[ _ [\1 ,
B(#, &3?4)[ and positive on ]\2 , \1[. Setting ei (#) :=\i , i=1, 2, we
obtain formulas (2.5)(2.8). C2-smoothness of the functions ei follow from
(2.9), the smoothness of H and the implicit function theorem. K
For every ## let I(#) be the set of all points (\ cos #, \ sin #) with
\ # [e2(#), e1(#)]. Let W be the union of all the sets I(#) with ## .
Moreover, for i=1, 2 let Ei be the set of all points (\ cos #, \ sin #) with
\=ei (#) and ## , i.e. the curve defined by ei . Finally, let U be the set of
all points ! # R2 for which there are real numbers \ and # such that #># ,
e2(#)<\<e1(#) and !=(\ cos #, \ sin #).
Lemma 2.6. (1) For every ! # W there exists a unique pair (\, #) of
positive real numbers with ## , \ # [e2(#), e1(#)] and !=(\ cos #, \ sin #).
The map T : ! [ (\, #) is continuous from W to R2.
(2) The set U is open in R2 and U=S 1 _ E1 _ E2 _ I(# ).
Proof. The proof follows easily from Lemma 2.5 and it is left to the
reader. (Use inequality (2.5) to show that the map T is well-defined and
that E1 _ E2 _ I(# ) is disjoint from U.) K
Now consider the local flow 6 generated by (2.1). Let H4 denote the
derivative of H along the solution through !. It follows that
H4 (!)= &(S(!) {H (!)) ({H (!))&c(!)({H (!))({H (!)), ! # B\0
with c(!)>0. Therefore H strictly decreases along all nonconstant solu-
tions of 6. Note that the solution of 6 through a point ! is constant (i.e.
! is an equilibrium of 6) if and only if {H (!)=0. Clearly, S1 consists of
equilibria of 6 and, by Lemma 2.3, there are no other equilibria in
[! # R2 | 1|!|\ ].
Lemma 2.7. Let i=1, 2 and ! # Ei be arbitrary.
Then !6t  U whenever t>0, as long as defined.
Proof. ! is not an equilibrium of 6, by Lemma 2.3. Therefore the func-
tion H decreases strictly along the solution t [ !6t. By Lemma 2.5,
H (!)=0, so H (!6t)<0 for t>0. Using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we see that
H is nonnegative on U , so the conclusion follows. K
Lemma 2.8. There is a point ! # U such that ! 6t # U for all t>0.
Proof. Let #1># be arbitrary and !i # Ei , i=1, 2, be the endpoints of
the segment I(#1). By Lemma 2.7, the compactness of I(# ) and the
478 pola c ik and rybakowski
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continuity of the flow there is an open neighborhood Vi of !i such that
every solution of 6 starting in Vi & U leaves U through Ei without touch-
ing I(# ). Let
= := inf
! # I(#1)"(V1 _ V2)
H (!).
By Lemma 2.5, =>0. By inequalities (2.2) and (2.5) there is a #2>#1 such
that H <= on I(#2). We will show that there is a point ! # I(#2) such that
! 6t # U for all t>0. Suppose this is not the case. Then for every ! # I(#2)
there is a t(!)0 such that !6t # U for t # [0, t(!)[ and !6t(!) # U. Set
g(!) :=!6t(!). We claim that g(!)  S1 _ I(# ). In fact g(!)  S1 since
otherwise g(!) would be an equilibrium of 6 so ! would be an equilibrium
of 6 and this would contradict Lemma 2.3. Suppose g(!) # I(# ). Let
(\(t), #(t)) :=T(!6t) for t # [0, t(!)], with T as in Lemma 2.6. Since
t [ #(t) is continuous and #(0)=#2>#1># =#(t(!)), we have !6t # I(#1)
for some smallest t # ]0, t(!)[. Since H (!6t)<H (!)<= it follows that
!6t # V1 _ V2 so the solution through ! leaves U without touching I(# ), a
contradiction which proves our claim. Now Lemma 2.6 shows that
g(!) # E1 _ E2 . Lemma 2.7 therefore implies that g: I(#2)  E1 _ E2 is con-
tinuous. Since g(!i)=!i for i=1, 2 and E1 _ E2 is disconnected this is a
contradiction. Therefore, indeed, there is a point ! # I(#2) such that ! 6t # U
for all t>0. The lemma is proved. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let ! # U be as in Lemma 2.8. Set
(\(t), #(t)) :=T(! 6t) for t # [0, [. The trajectory of ! is bounded, hence
its |-limit set, |(! ), is compact and nonempty. The gradient structure
implies that |(! ) consists of equilibria, hence |(! )/S 1. It follows that
limt   \(t)=1. By (2.5), this further implies that limt   #(t)=, thus
|(! ) is the whole circle S1. The theorem is proved. K
3. The Main Result and Its Proof
Let 0 be the open unit disk in R2. We fix numbers p and : with p>2
and (2+p)(2p)<:<1. The differential operator &2 on 0 with Dirichlet
boundary condition on 0 defines a sectorial operator A on X :=Lp(0).
The corresponding fractional power space X: satisfies X:/C1(0 ) with
continuous inclusion. Let * be the first multiple eigenvalue of A and X1 be
the corresponding eigenspace. It is well-known (see e.g. [Co-H]) that *12
is the first positive root of the Bessel function J1(r) of index 1, X1 is two-
dimensional and an L2-orthonormal basis of X1 is given by the functions
i , i=1, 2,
i (x) :=J( |x| )(xi |x| ), x # 0 , i=1, 2
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where J(r)=J1(*12r) (we normalize J1(r) such that the functions i are
normalized in L2(0)). Note that J: [0, 1]  R is smooth, nonnegative, and
J(r)=0 if and only if r=0, 1. Let P: L2(0)  L2(0) be the orthogonal pro-
jector onto X1 in L2(0) and P= :=Id&P.
For m # N0 let Ym be the set of all functions
f : (x, s) # 0 _R [ f (x, s) # R
such that for all j with 0 jm the partial derivative  js f exists and is con-
tinuous and bounded on 0 _R. Ym is a Banach space with respect to the
norm
| f |m := max
0 jm
sup
(x, s) # 0 _R
| js f (x, s)|.
For any f # Ym , let f denote the Nemitskii operator of f, that is,
f (u( } ))(x)# f (x, u(x)). Clearly, f : X:  X is a map of class Cmb so, for
m1, it is globally Lipschitzian. Consider the following parabolic equation
ut&2u&*u= f (x, u), x # 0
(3.1f )
u(x, t)=0, x # 0
Here, f # Ym for some m1. It is well-known that (3.1f ) generates a local
semiflow on X: (see [He1]).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper:
Theorem 3.1. For every m # N there is a function f # Ym and a bounded
solution t [ u (t) # X: of (3.1f), t>0, such that
|(u )=[ } ! | ! # S 1].
In particular, u is nonconvergent.
Setting
g(x, s)#*s+ f (x, s)
we thus obtain a nonconvergent solution u of equation (1.1g).
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We
shall first recall some facts from center manifold theory.
The global center manifold Mf of (3.1f ) is, by definition, the set of all
u0 # X: for which there exists a solution u: R  X: of (3.1f) satisfying
u(0)=u0 and such that supt # R |P=u(t)| X:<. Obviously, the global cen-
ter manifold of (3.1f ) is an invariant set for the semiflow defined by (3.1f ).
Fundamental properties of Mf are stated in the following lemma. Set
=(1 , 2) so that X1=[ } ! | ! # R2].
480 pola c ik and rybakowski
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Lemma 3.2. For every m # N there is a $m>0 such that for every f # Ym
with | f | 1<$m there is a map _=_f : R2  X: of class Cmb whose image lies
in X =1 (the L
2-orthogonal complement of X1) and such that the properties
(i)(iv) below are satisfied with 4(!) and v(!) defined by
4(!) := } !+_(!), ! # R2
and
 } v(!) :=Pf (4(!)), ! # R2.
(i)
Mf=[4(!) | ! # R2],
(ii) if u0=4(!0) # Mf then the solution u(t) of (3.1f ) with u(0)=u0 is
given by u(t)=4(!(t)), where !(t) is the solution of
!4 =v(!) (3.2)
with !(0)=!0 ,
(iii) for every ! # R2 one has 4(!) # dom A and
{!4(!) } v(!)+A4(!)=*4(!)+ f (4(!)), (3.3)
(iv) there is a constant c independent of f such that
sup
! # R2
|D_(!)| L(R2, X:)c | f | 1
for every f # Ym with | f | 1$m .
Proof. Observe that the invariance of X =1 under A and the fact that
X1=ker(*&A) yield the equality
 } v(!)=P((*&A) 4(!)+ f (4(!)).
After realizing this, all the stated properties become standard and the
reader is referred to [Mi, C-L, Va-I, Ry1] for details. K
Equation (3.2) is an ODE on R2 that represents the flow of (3.1f ) on Mf .
We shall presently see how (3.3) reflects the gradient structure of (3.1f ).
Fix an m # N and f # Ym and define the function V=Vf : X:  R by
V(u) :=(12) |{x u| 2L2(0)&(12) * |u|
2
L2(0 )&|
0
F(x, u(x)) dx, u # X :,
481nonconvergent bounded trajectories
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where F : (x, s) # 0 _R [ F(x, s) # R is a primitive of f with respect to s, i.e.
sF= f.
V is Fre chet differentiable and for every u # dom A and every w # X:
DV(u) w= &|
0
(2u+*u+ f (u))(x) w(x) dx. (3.4)
Lemma 3.3. In notation of Lemma 3.2, for f # Ym with | f | 1<$m set
8(!) :=V(4(!)), ! # R2.
Let the matrix R(!)=(Rij (!)) be defined by
Rij (!) :=|
0
!i 4(!)(x) !j 4(!)(x) dx, i, j=1, 2.
Then there is a $ m<$m with the following properties: If | f | 1<$ m then
R(!) is symmetric and positive definite for every ! # R2 and
v(!)=&S(!) .{!8(!), ! # R2,
where S(!) :=(R(!))&1. The matrix S(!) is symmetric and positive definite
and the mapping ! [ S(!): R2  L(R2, R2) is of class Cm&1.
Proof. First note that the orthonormality of 1 , 2 and the fact that
_(!) # X =1 imply
Rij=dij+|
0
!i _(!)(x) !j _(!)(x) dx,
where (dij) is the identity matrix. It is obvious that R(!) is symmetric. By
statement (iv) of Lemma 3.2, if | f | 1 is sufficiently small, less than $ m say,
then R(!) is close to the identity matrix, uniformly for ! # R2, and is there-
fore positive definite. It follows that S(!) exists for each ! and is symmetric
and positive definite. Since R(!) is of class C m&1 so is S(!). The expression
for v(!) is obtained by a straightforward calculation using formula for-
mulas (3.3) and (3.4). K
We have thus shown that the vector field in (3.2) is the gradient of 8(!)
with respect to the metric R(!). Our next aim is to find a nonlinearity f
such that 8(!) can be written in the form 8(!)=H(!)+Z(!) where H(!)
is as in section 1 and Z(!) satisfies condition (C).
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Lemma 3.4. Assume that f # Ym and | f | 1<$ m with $ m as in Lemma 3.3.
Suppose, in addition, that
F(x, s)#0, x # 0 , |s|J( |x| ). (3.5)
Then
_(!)#0, |!|1.
Proof. (3.5) implies that
f (x, s)#0, x # 0 , |s|J( |x| ).
In particular,
f (x, (x) } !)#0, |!|1.
This shows that for |!|1, the constant function u(t)# } ! is a solution
of (3.1f ). Therefore  } ! # Mf by the definition of the global center
manifold. Lemma 3.2 implies therefore that
 } != } !+_(!)
so _(!)=0 and the lemma follows. K
Lemma 3.5. Assume all hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. Let m7 and
k :=m+2. Then
8(!)=&|
0
F(x, (x) } !) dx+Z(!), ! # R2,
with Z satisfying condition (C).
Proof. Integrating by parts and using orthogonality of 1 , 2 and _(!),
we first obtain
8(!)=(12) |{x _(!)| 2L2(0)&(12) * |_(!)|
2
L2(0)&|
0
F(x, 4(!)(x)) dx.
Further, by the mean-value theorem,
8(!)=(12) |{x_(!)| 2L2(0)&(12) * |_(!)|
2
L2(0)&|
0
F(x, (x) } !) dx
&|
0
_(!)(x) |
1
0
f (x, (x) } !+t_(!)(x)) dt dx.
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Set
Z(!) :=(12) |{x _(!)| 2L2(0)&(12) * |_(!)|
2
L2(0)
&|
0
_(!)(x) |
1
0
f (x, (x) } !+t_(!)(x)) dt dx, ! # R2.
We will show that Z satisfies condition (C). Define the map
_~ : R+_R  X: by
_~ (\, #) :=_(\ cos #, \ sin #), \>0, # # R.
By Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, _~ : R+_R  X: is a C m&1-map and _~ (\, #)=0 for
\1. Thus we see that for every 0 jm&1
 j\_~ (\, #)=0, whenever \=1.
Using the Taylor-formula up to order m&2 we obtain
_~ (\, #)=(\&1)m&2 {(\, #), \>0, # # R,
where {: (0, )_R  X: is of class C1. Now let
h(x, \, #) :=|
1
0
f (x, (x) } !+t_(!)(x)) dt \>0, # # R
where ! :=(\ cos #, \ sin #). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, h(x, } , } ) is a Cm&1-
function and h(x, \, #)=0 for \1. Using the Taylor-formula again we
have
h(x, \, #)=(\&1)m&2 ;(x, \, #), x # 0 , \>0, # # R,
where ; is continuous on 0 _(0, )_R together with \ ; and #;. It
follows that for \>0 and # # R,
Z(\ cos #, \ sin #)=(\&1)2(m&2) L(\, #)
where
L(\, #) :=(12) |
0
({x({(\, #))(x)) ({x({(\, #))(x)) dx
&(12) * |
0
({(\, #)(x))2 dx&|
0
{(!)(x) ;(x, \, #) dx
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Consequently,
|L(\, #)|C1( |{x({(\, #))| 2C(0 )
+|{(\, #)| 2C(0 )+|{(\, #)|C(0 ) |;( } , \, #)|C(0 ))
C2( |{(\, #)| 2X:+|{(\, #)|X: |;( } , \, #)|C(0 ))
i.e. L is bounded for \  1+. The function L is differentiable on its domain
of definition and if y is \ or # then
yL(\, #)=|
0
({x{(\, #)(x) y({x b {)(\, #)(x)
&*{(\, #)(x) y{(\, #)(x)&{(\, #)(x) y ;(x, \, #)
&y{(\, #)(x) ;(x, \, #)) dx
=|
0
({x {(\, #)(x) {x(y{(\, #))(x)
&*{(\, #)(x) y{(\, #)(x)&{(\, #)(x) y ;(x, \, #)
&y{(\, #)(x) ;(x, \, #)) dx.
Here we have used the fact that the linear operator {x : X:  C(0 ) is
bounded. It follows that
|yL(\, #)|C3( |y{(\, #)|X: |{(\, #)|X:
+|y{(\, #)| X: |;( } , \, #)|C(0 )+|{(\, #)| X: |y ;( } , \, #)|C(0 ),
i.e., yL is bounded for \  1+. Since m7, we have 2(m&2)k+1 and
the lemma follows. K
Lemma 3.5 reduces our problem: We only need to find an F such that
the integral in Lemma 3.5 equals H(!) plus another function satisfying con-
dition (C). In the next lemma, we give a formula that determines F, up to
certain functions w1 , w2 . Those functions will later be found by solving an
Abel integral equation.
For the rest of this section, &: R  R is a C-function with support con-
tained in the interval [14, 34] and such that 10 r&(r) dr=1. At various
places we use polar coordinates (r, %) on 0 /R2: x=(r cos %, r sin %) # 0 .
Lemma 3.6. Define the function F: 0 _R  R by
F(x, s)={b&(r)[w1(sJ(r)) cos 2%+w2(sJ(r)) sin 2%]0
if 14r34;
otherwise.
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where x=(r cos %, r sin %) and wi : R  R, i=1, 2, are continuous even func-
tions identically equal to zero on the interval [&1, 1].
Then for !=(\ cos #, \ sin #) # R2
|
0
F(x, (x) } !) dx=ba1(\) cos 2#+ba2(\) sin 2#, (3.6)
with ai (\), i=1, 2, given by
ai (\) :=4\&2(2\)&12 |
\
1
wi (z) z2(\&z)&12 dz
+|
\
1
wi (z) z2(\&z)12 P(\, z) dz
where P: [1, [_[1, [  R is continuous together with \P (so that, in
particular, |(P(\, z)|+|\P(\, z)| is bounded on any bounded subset of
[1, [_[1, [).
Proof. First of all note that the function F is well-defined and con-
tinuous. Recall the expression for the i from the beginning of the section:
1(x)=J(r) cos %, 2(x)=J(r) sin %.
Integrating in polar coordinates and using our assumptions on &, we obtain
|
0
F(x, (x) } !) dx
=b |
1
0
|
2?
0
r&(r)[w1(\ cos (%&#)) cos 2%
+w2(\ cos (%&#)) sin 2%] dr d%
=b |
2?
0
[w1(\ cos (%&#)) cos 2%+w2(\ cos (%&#)) sin 2%] d%=: T } b
By making the substitution %  %&#, using first 2?-periodicity and then
the oddness (resp. evenness) property of the functions under the integral
signs we see that
T=cos 2# |
?
&?
[w1(\ cos %) cos 2%+w2(\ cos %) sin 2%] d%
+sin 2# |
?
&?
[&w1(\ cos %) sin 2%+w2(\ cos %) cos 2%] d%
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=2 cos 2# |
?
0
w1(\ cos %) cos 2% d%
+2 sin 2# |
?
0
w2(\ cos %) cos 2% d%.
Substituting z :=\ cos % and using our assumptions on wi we obtain, for
i=1, 2,
|
?
0
wi (\ cos %) cos 2% d%
=|
\
&\
wi (z)(2z2\&2&1)(\2&z2)&12 dz
=2 |
\
1
wi (z)(2z2\&2&1)(\2&z2)&12 dz
=2\&2 |
\
1
wi (z) z2(\2&z2)&12 dz&2\&2 |
\
1
wi (z)(\2&z2)12 dz.
The result now follows from the formula
(\2&z2)&12=(2\)&12 (\&z)&12+(2\)&12 (\&z)12
_(\+z)&12 ((2\)12+(\+z)12)&1. K
Our next strategy is based on formula (3.6). We are going to find functions
w1 , w2 such that the terms in (3.6) involving P(\, z) satisfy condition (C),
and the remaining terms add up to H(\ cos %, \ sin %). Given the special
form of H, we are lead to integral equations of Abel's type that are to be
solved for w1 , w2 . The next two lemmas take care of solvability of such
equations and regularity of solutions.
Lemma 3.7. Let n1, &<a<b and q: [a, b]  R be a Cn-func-
tion such that q( j)(a)=0 for j=0, ..., n&1. Set
u(z) :={?
&1 |
z
a
q(s)(z&s)&12 ds if a<zb;
0 if z=a.
Then u: [a, b]  R is a Cn-function with u( j)(a)=0 for j=0, ..., n.
Proof. Since q(a)=0, an integration by parts implies that
u(z)=2?&1 |
z
a
q$(s)(z&s)12 ds, a<zb.
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This latter integral can be differentiated with respect to z yielding the for-
mula
u$(z)=?&1 |
z
a
q$(s)(z&s)&12 ds, a<zb.
Iterating this formula we obtain that, for j=1, ..., n and a<zb, u( j)(z)
exists and
u( j)(z)=?&1 |
z
a
q( j)(s)(z&s)&12 ds.
This clearly implies the assertion. K
Lemma 3.8. Let +: R  R be a Ck-function such that +(\)=0 for \1.
Suppose that for some \0>1 the function
g(\) :=(\&1)&k+12 +$(\), 1<\<\0 ,
is bounded on ]1, \0[. Set
w(z) :={
?&1z&2 |
z
1
+$(s)(z&s)&12 ds if 1<z\0 ;
(3.7)
0 if &1z1;
w(&z) if &\0z<&1.
Then w: [&\0 , \0]  R is an even Ck&1-function and it satisfies the Abel
integral equation
|
\
1
w(z) z2(\&z)&12 dz=+(\), 1<\\0 . (3.8)
Moreover, if P(\, z) is as in Lemma 3.6 then the function
h(\) :=(\&1)&k&1 |
\
1
w(z) z2(\&z)12 P(\, z) dz, 1<\<\0 ,
has the property that h(\) and (\&1) h$(\) are bounded for \  1+.
Proof. In this proof C, C$, etc., denote positive constants. The smooth-
ness of w follows from Lemma 3.7 with n=k&1, a=1, b=\0 and the
Leibniz rule. It is well-known (and simple to prove) that the function
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defined by (3.7) solves Abel's equation (3.8). Let h (\)#(\&1)k+1 h(\). By
the definitions of h, w and Fubini theorem we have
h (\)=|
\
1 \?&1 |
z
1
+$(s)(z&s)&12 ds+ (\&z)12 P(\, z) dz
=?&1 |
\
1 \|
\
s
(\&z)12 (z&s)&12 P(\, z) dz+ +$(s) ds.
By Lemma 3.6,
|P(\, z)|+|\ P(\, z)|C<, 1<\, z<\0 . (3.9)
From (3.9),
} |
\
s
(\&z)12 (z&s)&12 P(\, z) dz }
C |
\
s
(\&z)12 (z&s)&12 dz=C(?2)(\&s).
Therefore, by our assumption on +$
|h (\)|C$(\&1)k+1+12, 1<\<\0 .
Consequently,
|h(\)|C$(\&1)12, 1<\<\0 . (3.10)
Now
h $(\)=|
\
1 \?&1 |
z
1
+$(s)(z&s)&12 ds+ (12)(\&z)&12 P(\, z) dz
+|
\
1 \?&1 |
z
1
+$(s)(z&s)&12 ds+ (\&z)12 \P(\, z) dz.
Proceeding as before, and using the estimate
} |
\
s
(\&z)&12 (z&s)&12 P(\, z) dz }
C |
\
s
(\&z)&12 (z&s)&12 dz=C?
we obtain
|h $(\)|C"(\&1)k+12, 1<\<\0 . (3.11)
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Estimates (3.10) and (3.11) imply
|(\&1) h$(\)|C$$$(\&1)12, 1<\<\0 .
The lemma is proved. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may assume m7, of course. Set k :=m+2.
Define for \>0
+1(\) :=&(14) \2(2\)12 (\&1)k+12 sin(&2k log(\&1)),
+2(\) :=+(14) \2(2\)12 (\&1)k+12 cos(&2k log(\&1)).
Fix \0>1 and define for i=1, 2 the function wi : [&\0 , \0]  R by for-
mula (3.7) (with w :=wi + :=+i). Extend wi to an even C k&1b -function on
R. Let the function F be defined as in Lemma 3.6. Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 and
an obvious calculation now imply that (with !=(\ cos #, \ sin #))
&|
0
F(x, (x) } !) dx=b(\&1)k+12 sin(&2k log(\&1)&2#)
+Z (!), 1<\<\0 (3.12)
where Z satisfies condition (C).
Now let
f :=sF.
Since wi is a Ck&1b -function it follows that f # Ym . Moreover, for b>0 suf-
ficiently small, | f |m<$ m , with $ m as in Lemma 3.2. Fix such a b. Then an
application of formula (3.12) and Lemma 3.5 shows that
8(!)=H(!)+Z(!), |!|<\0
where H is defined in section 1 and Z satisfies condition (C). By Lemma
3.3 and Theorem 2.8 there is a bounded solution t [ ! (t), t0, of the
equation
!4 =v(!), |!|<\
with |(! )=S1. Let
u (t) :=4(! (t)) # X:, t0.
Then u is a bounded solution of (3.1f) and
|(u )=4(|(! )).
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By the definition of F and Lemma 3.4
_(!)#0, ! # S 1,
so by the definition of 4
|(u )=[ } ! | ! # S 1].
The theorem is proved. K
4. Other Equations
In this section we first give a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 for a
gradient-like dynamical system defined by an equation on the circle. Then
we conclude the paper with a few remarks and open problems. Consider
the equation
ut&uxx=g(x, u), x # S 1. (4.1g)
Equivalently, one can consider the same equation on the interval (0, ?) and
impose the periodic boundary conditions: u(0, t)=u(?, t), ux(0, t)=
ux(?, t). Choose a fractional power space X: associated with the closure of
the operator u [ uxx in X=L2(S 1) such that X:/C 1(S 1). Similarly as
(1.1g), (4.1g) defines a gradient-like semiflow on X:, and, just like (1.1g), it
can have nonconvergent bounded trajectories. We state the result and
sketch the proof.
Let Ym be the space of functions f : (x, s) # S 1_R [ f (x, s) # R such that
for all j with 0 jm the partial derivative  js f exists and is continuous
and bounded on S 1_R. For f # Ym , m1, consider the equation
ut&uxx&u= f (x, u), x # S 1. (4.2f)
Note that the operator u [ uxx&u has two-dimensional kernel X1 spanned
by the eigenfunctions
1(x)=cos x,
2(x)=sin x.
Theorem 4.1. The assertion of Theorem 3.1 holds with with (3.1f)
replaced by (4.1f).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 presented in section 3 can be used
here with a few modifications: In Lemma 3.4, condition (3.5) should be
replaced by
F(x, s)#0, x # S 1, |s|1.
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In Lemma 3.6, F(x, s) should be defined by
F(x, s)=b[w1(s) cos 2x+w2(s)) sin 2x].
In the remaining part of the proof, one merely replaces 0 by S 1 in all for-
mulas and modifies the calculation in an obvious way. Note in particular
that the equations one obtains for w1 , w2 are exactly the same as in
section 3. K
We now turn back to equation (1.1g) and mention two open problems.
First we remark that although in our construction of equations with non-
convergent bounded trajectories one can take g # Cm for any finite m, the
construction does not work in the C  class. The main reason for this is the
lack of regularity of center manifolds. Even for C  nonlinearities, there
might not exist any C  center manifold. It then seems impossible to apply
arguments using some sort of ``higher order'' perturbation that does not
affect existence of nonconvergent trajectories. We believe that, similarly as
for finite-dimensional gradient equations (see [Pa-M]), one can find a C 
nonlinearity such that (1.1g) admits nonconvergent bounded solutions, but
have no proof for that. The next problem is, maybe, even more interesting.
It was crucial in our construction that the nonlinearity g (given by f in sec-
tion 3) depended on x explicitly. The question whether equation (1.1g) with
g independent of x can have a nonconvergent bounded solution remains
open.
We now end the paper with a few remarks that put our result in a
broader prospective.
Equations (1.1g) can be viewed as a special class of problems of the form
ut&2u=g(x, u, {u), x # 0
(4.3)
u(x, t)=0, x # 0
where g: 0 _R_RN  R is of class C 1 or problems of the form
ut&2u=g(t, x, u), x # 0
(4.4)
u(x, t)=0, x # 0
where g: R_0 _R  R is of class C 1 and periodic in t. Both (4.3) and (4.4)
define a dynamical system on an appropriate space X: with continuous and
discrete time, respectively. However, there is no obvious Lyapunov func-
tional for any of these system any more. In one space dimension, this does
not make much difference; all bounded solutions are still convergent (cf.
[Ch-M, B-P-S]) and the systems are still gradient-like (cf. [Ze, Ma1,
Ch-P]). On the other hand, if N=dim 02 the dynamics of (4.3) and
(4.4) can be very complicated, even arbitrary in some sense. We refer the
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reader to [Ry2, Po1, Po-R] for relevant results on (4.3) and to [Da, Po1,
Po4] on (4.4). In view of these results, one could naturally conjecture that
the dynamics of (1.1g) can be arbitrary, within the restriction of being
gradient. More precisely, one could expect that the dynamics of any
gradient vector field can be realized in (1.1g). Some results in this direction,
dealing with structurally stable gradient vector fields, will appear in [Po4].
These of course cannot handle such degenerate phenomena as existence of
nonconvergent trajectories. We remark that another degenerate pheno-
menon, a nontransversal intersection of stable and unstable manifolds of
equilibria, has already been encountered in (1.1g) (see [Po3]).
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